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W B M A (42) 1st 0ONflLtISTONS, M  I N U T E 4 
Confidential Annex, 


(1st January, 1942, 12 Noon.) 


TJ.S .S.H. 	 THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 

that he had been struck by the absence of constraint 
Visit of the between Stalin and his advisers as compared with his 
Secretary of previous visit in 1935.. 
State for 


Foreign Affairs The Soviet bands had played. "God save the King" 

on many occasions, and. it was an embarrassment that, 

we could, not return the compliment by playing the 

"Internationale". He proposed to mention this point 

to the Prime Minister on his return. 


Political 	 At the first meeting, on the loth December, 

Dis cuss ions * 	 Stalin had handed him the text of two draft Treaties. 


(These vould be circulated to the War Cabinet.) He had. 

explained to Stalin that he had come to Moscow in the 

hope of signing a general document, on the lines of 

the Atlantic Charter.rather than a draft Treaty. 


*	 y
On the'following day, the 17th December, M, Malsky 


had. handed to him the revised text of two draft-

Treaties. These had been more acceptable, and, for 

the most part, had been within the instructions given 

him by the War Cabinet, 


Stalin had, however, made it clear that his 

chief object was to obtain the Foreign Secretary's 

signature to an -instrument guaranteeing to Russia 

her 1941 frontiers. He (the Foreign Secretary) h-ad. 

made clear the reason why he could, not sign any 

instrument o^ this kind. 


After two further attempts,, it had. been agreed 

that the difference of opinion could not be overcome, 

and. the Conference had ended with the Foreign 

Secretary's acceptance of a Press Communique' 

drafted, by Stalin. 


Stalin had. made it clear that he wished to see 

a strong Poland, but. at the expense of Germany. The Foreign 

Secretary thought Stalin had in mind something like the 

Curzon Line for Poland's Eastern frontier, Poland 

being compensated, by receiving East Prussia. But 

Stalin had. been willing to leave Poland, out of the 

present. Agreement in regard to frontiers. In Finland 

Stalin wanted, the 1940 frontier, and as regards 

Roumania, he wanted to retain Bessarabia. 


From our point of view, the greatest difficulty 

would, arise as regards the Baltic States, which. 

Stalin wished us to recognise as falling within 

Russia1 s strategic frontier. -He had. pointed, out 

that we had been friends with the Czar is t Government, 

which had. included, the Baltic States within the 

Russian frontier. 






litary 

tters
n 


The Foreign Secretary said that this question 

of frontiers would, have to be considered by the 

War Cabinet before long0 It raust be remembered 

that, if ve won the war, Russian forces would 

probably penetrate into Germany, and that at a 

later date she might well want more than her 1941 
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frontiers.


It would seem that Stalin's keenness on our 

recognition of the 1941 frontiers was partly 

due to Russian suspicion of this country, and 

partly because he wished to be sure that we were 

prepared to treat with Russia on equal terms. 


There had been no hint that Stalin would have 

any requirements in the Far North, except for 

Petsamo. 


Stalin's attitude as regards Turkey had been 

most rea.sona.ble. He had. agreed that we should treat-

Turkey well, and offer her inducements to remain 

neutral, since as a neutral she provided, an 

effective "pad". He had expressed, no ambition with 

regard, to the Stro.its . 


Stalin had. taken very well our decision that 

we could, not send, aircraft or troops to South 

Russia. He had, however, been very keen that our 

Navy and. Air Force should, assist in an operation in 

the extreme North. The possibility of affording 

this help was being considered.. From the political 

angle it would be very helpful if we could, do so. 


Marshal Timoshenko had been very optimistic t 

the military prospects on the soufti Russian xiwi, . 

He had. said, that the German army had definitely 

deteriorated, and. that he could continue to drive 

them back throughout the winter, and intended, to 

do so. Stalin had also been confident, but 

slightly less optimistic than Timoshenko, who had 

impressed, him (the Foreign Secretary) favourably,, 


While Stalin had. the highest opinion of our 

Navy, he thought less of our Army. He (the Foreign 

Secretary) had. pressed him to send a Mission to 

our forces in Libya. He thought that this 

invitation would, be accepted.. 


The Foreign Secretary said, that he had. visited 

Klin, where heavy fighting had. been taking place 

some two or three days before his -arrival. There 

had. been surprisingly little transport on the 

road (the main road between Moscow and. Leningrad), 

and most of it had. been horse-drawn. He had seen 

no wounded, and. very few German dead., or prisoners. 

The Russian soldiers had. struck him as magnificent. 

The junior Officers were also very impressive. 

The clothing of the few German prisoners whom he 

had seen was of the poorest material, and. they had 

complained, bitterly of the cold. 
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Far East. The Foreign Secretary said that this matter had 

been mentioned twice. On the first occasion he had 

only explored the position tentatively, and Stalin 

had said that he was not in a po&itiorf' to declare war 

on Japan at the moment, since this would involve him 

in a Dig land war immediately. When the matter had 

been raised at the last interview, Stalin had said, 

that manv Divisions had been brought over from the East to 

fight in western'Russia, and that new Divisions were being 

raised but would not be ready to fight for three or 

four months S talin had.indicat ed that, sooner or 

later, Russo-Japanese relations would have to be 

settled, by force; that he would be ready to start staff 

talks in the Spring, but not until then. 


Stalin, had been satisfied with the progress of 
ers xa. 
 ei^ents, and thought that it would be wrong to force 

the pace in regard to the signature of a Treaty. 


utput of 	 Stalin had stated that the oroduction of aircraft 

quipment, 	 and tanks had fallen after the German invasion hut had 


now risen again. At the moment Russia was producing 

more tanks than at the outbreak of war. 


eneral The Foreign Secretary said that there was under
repressions lying suspicion of this country in Russia. He thought 

f the Visit. that a good deal had been done to overcome it, taut 


that suspicions might easily be re-aroused, at any 

rate until we had reached a settlement with Russia over 

the question of frontiers. He had found it difficult 

to -"athom Molotov's attitude, and had. invited him to come 

to London probab3y:in the Spring. Molotov had seemed 

delighted, at this invitation. 


. Ar-ibas s a dor. Our Ambassador, who was suffering from ill-health, 

had been most helpful throughout the visit. He (the 

Foreign Secretary) had consulted the Prime Minister, 

and thought the time had now been reached, when they 

should assent to Sir Staff or d's desire to be recalled, 

from Mos cow and to be replaced by a djplomate de carriere-


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that the War Cabinet 

was much indebted to the Foreign Secretary for what 

he had achieved during this visit, and also for tl. 

interesting account which he had given to them.. 


Great George Street. S.W.I. 
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T O BE KEPT UNDER LOCK AND KEY. 

It is requested thai special care may betaken to CiOPY NO. /f 

ensure the secrecy oi iliio uouunneht. 


.W.M.-(48) oRD CONCLUSIONS;. MINUTE g. 


Confidential Annex, 


(8th January, 1942,, 60 50 p m 8 )
e
 

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that 


the Commander in Chief, Mediterranean had asked for 


authority to let it he known among the Vichy squadron 


at Alexandria that the companies of those ships which 


did not scuttle or adopt a hostile attitude if it 


became necessary to attempt to take over the ships, would 


be sent back to France or to a French colony. The 


Admiralty doubted whether, in the present uncertain state 


of relations with Vichy, it would be wise to adopt this 


suggestion as a final policy, but they considered it 


desirable that the Commander in Chief should have 


discretion to take such action if at any time in the 


future he were suddenly called upon to take over the 


French ships. It was considered better that the under
taking, if and when given, should promise simply 


repatriation, without the option of proceeding to French 


colonial territory. 


The War Cabinet:-


Invited the First Lord of the Admiralty 

to send instructions to the Commander in 

Chief, Mediterranean, on the lines 

proposed,, 


Great George Street, S.W.I. 
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W.M.(43) 6TH CONCLUSIONS. 


Confidential Annex, 


(14th January 1942 - 7,0 p.m0) 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY read to the War 

Cabinet a copy of a telegram to the Prime Minister, 

giving an account of his interview with General de 

Gaulle that morning., He had given General de Gaulle 

the draft communique (set out in telegram GREY No.305), 

and had done his best to get the General to accept it, 

The General had promised to consult his Council and 

reply that evening,, 


A S regards clause (ii) the General had 

said that Vie could not accept supervision "by (Other 

nationals of the radio station., though he would 

accept U.S3 and Canadian liaison officers "attached to 

their re-spoctive consulates,, 


ihe main point to which the General had 

objected was Clause (iii) of the communique, which 

provided that the island should he neutralised and 

demilitarised, and should be considered out of the 

war, and Clause (v) which provided that all armed 

forces should be withdrawn,, The General had said 

that, if he agreed to this, he saw no reason why he 

should not be asked to consider as out :of the war other 

Free French territories which he had brought back 

into the struggle. The Foreign Secretary added 

that General de Gaulle had sa^d that he never meant 

to keep naval forces in the islands, and that he 

thought that if Clauses (iii) and (v) were suppressed,it 

hod looked as though there was a chance that the 

General might agree to a declaration that he had never 

meant to keep naval forces there and that they were 

being withdrawn. He had read to the General the 

first sentence of paragraph 5 of GREY 330 - to the 

effect that if the General would not settle on these 

terms, the Prime Minister would authorise the issue 

of an amended communique, and it would be for the 

United States to enforce it. The General had replied, 

"Will they fire on my ships?" 


SIR OEME SARGENi' men gave "Dtie war J^ineo 

uhe ist--cif the written reply-which'had just "been 
to


received from the FJTK^ JF-srenoh National Committee,, The 

Committee could not agree to foreign supervision and 

control of a radio station in a French Colony 

Neutralisation and demilitarisation would be tantamount 

to reimposing on the Islands the terms of the French 

Armistice and would be meaningless unless the enemy 

Governments, whose word could not in any case be 

trusted, had agreed to it. Administration of the 

Islands by an autonomous local Council would be 

contrary to the: agreement of the 7th August, 1940, 

between the Prime Minister and General de Gaulle 

whereby H.M  Government recognised General de Gaulle 
a
as the leader of all Free Frenchmen wherever they 

might be who rally to him in support of the Allied 

cause. General De Gaulle had always intended to remove, 

his ships but the small body of marines which had been 

landed would have to remain in order to defend the 

Islands?,, The Committee could not abandon in any way 






French, sovereign rights or agree to neutralisation,, 

Such abandonment would undermine French morale 

everywhere, especially in the Pacific Islands,, The 

Committee had not hesitated to expose the safety of 

the latter islands in the common interest of the 

Allies attacked by Japan,, Reports showed that the 

St0 Pierre and Miquelon affair was already having 

serious repercussions at various points  For the 
a
most part the Committee's reply followed much the 

same line as had "been taken by General de Gaulle in 

his interview with the Foreign Secretary,, In certain 

respects, however, it was somewhat stiffer, 

especially where it insisted on maintaining a small 

body of marines in the Islands, This had not been 

mentioned at the interview in the morning. 


THE jKETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAlKS 

then gave the War Cabinet the gist of a telephone 

conversation which he had had with the Prime Minister^ 

to whom he had recounted the upshot of his discussions 

with General de Gaulle,, (At this time he had not 

received the reply of the Council of Free France) 


The Prime Minister had said that it was 

most important to reach a decision cn the matter 

that day. He had arrived at a settlement of a number 

of very important questions with the United States 

Government. The issues concerned in regard to these 

Islands were of relatively far less importance, and 

we ought to be prepared to make substantial 

concessions to meet the strong feelings of the United 

States Government in this matter. The Prime Minister 

had added that he strongly condemned General de 

Gaulle's attitued on the whole affair. He thought 

that the communique should be issued on behalf of 

all three Governments, (U.S.A*, U.K. , and Canada). 

If,however s it was necessary to take any act ion;. 
to enforce the decision reached, that would be left 

to the United States. The Foreign Secretary said 

that he had then told the Prime Minister that he 

proposed to see General de Gaulle again later that 

evening, and to endeavour to persuade him to accept 

the communique, subject to the substitution for 

Clauses (iii) and (v) of a phrase which admitted 

General de Gaulle's intention in practice to withdraw 

his forces. 


As regards Clause (ii), he had gathered 

from the Prime Minister that the United States 

Government were not now prepared to agree to the 

terms of a statement which explicitly recognised 

the sovereignty of the islands as residing either 

in the Council of Free France, or in the Vichy 

Government. If the amendments which General de 

Gaulle was prepared to agree to were unacceptable 

to the United States Government, the Prime Minister 

felt that, in view of the strong feelings which that 

Government had in regard to the matter, it would be 

necessary to agree to the issue of the communique 

in its present f"rm0 


The Foreign Secretary said that he would 

be grateful if the Cabinet would let him know what 

message he should give to the Prime Minister as represoitzg 

the view of the War Cabinet, as to the action which 

he (the prime Minister) should take, if the 

United States Government were not prepared tq 

accept the amendments which he could persuade' 

General de Gaulle to agree to in the draft 

communique. His own view was that it was very 

doubtful whether His Majesty's Government should 

be associated with the issue of the communique lu 

its present form. In this event the communique ,

if issued, would be issued by the United States 

Government 






THE LOPJD PRIVY SEAL said that in effect 
the communique. as it stood, asserted the right 
of the United States Government to determine what 
happened in places in the American continent which 
did not belong to the United States. These two 
islands were in fact very close to our own territories, 
and a long way from the United States. Further, 
he did not think the Monroe Doctrine was applicable. 
No change in Sovereignty was involved since,in either 
event, the Is'.. Is were French territory. It was 
only a questior. whether Sovereignty over the islands 
was exercised by the National Comvaittee of the Free 
French or by the Vichy Government. 

General agreement was expressed with this 

view, 


nfter further discussion the War Cabinet 

ag:.-eed as follows 


(1)	 The Foreign Secretary would again 

see General de Gaulle, and endeavour 

to persuade him to accept the draft 

communique subject to modification of 

clauses (ii), (iii), and (v) on 

the lines indicated in discussion. 


(2)	 The result of this interview would be 

communicated by the Foreign Secretary 

to the Prime Minister. 


(5)	 The Foreign Secretary was authorised 

to inform the Prime Minister that it
was the unanimous view of the War 

Cabinet that it would be impossible 

for us to support or associate 

ourselves either with the issue of a 

communique such as was proposed in 

GREY No. 305 (unless, of course 

amendments which General de Gaulle 

would agree to were accepted) or with 

the kind of action proposed. 


(4)	 The Foreign Secretary was asked to 

remind the Prime Minister of the 

importance of Mr. McKenzie King 

being consulted before any public 

announcement was made. This would be 

of special importance if we found it 

necessary to dissociate ourselves 

from the issue of the communique. 


Great George Street, S.W.I. , 
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Sr. PIERRE AND THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that after the 
IQUELON. meeting of the War Cabinet on the previous evening

he had had a short conversation with the Prime 
previous Minister, at which he bad given his views as to the 
Reference j attitude taken up by the United States In regard to 
17. M. (42) 6th these Islands. 

Conclusions. ) 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that while the 

Lord Privy Seal had been speaking to the Prime 

Minister, he had seen General de Gaulle. He 

had taken a strong line and the General had been 

more reasonable than in the morning. They had 

discussed a revised draft communique. 


The Foreign Secretary then read to the 

War Cabinet the main paragraphs of the revised 

communique, a copy of which is appended to these 

Minutes. 


The Foreign Secretary said that it had been 

proposed that, in addition to the communique", there 

should be a private agreement, not for publication,

on three matters,;

(-1). General de Gau3S£e insisted on keeping a 

small number of Free French Mar.i:$££S,:in 

Miquelon. 


(3)	 He had said that he could not agree 

that the sovereignty of the Islands 

should not vest in Free France, but should 

be, as it were, in suspense between the 

Council of Free France and the Vichy

French Government. It must be understood,


**	 albeit privately, that the consultative 

Council would take orders from the Council 

of Free France. 


(3)	 The Free French Administrator should 

remain, but should be merged in the 

Consultative Council,, 


The revised draft had then been telephoned 

.to the Prime Minister, who had been doubtful whether 

the United States would consider it. 


Afterraidnicht,the Foreign Secretary had had 

two further telephone conversations with the prime Minister 

who had said that President Roosevelt regarded the 

revised draft communique as adequate, but was not 

altogether content with the private understanding. 

On the whole, however, he (the Prime Minister) had 

thought that the matter could now be left as it was,

to be discussed further on his return to this 

country. 


The War Cabinet took note of this 

statement. 


Great George Street, S.W, 1. 






General de Gaulle agreed to the following text 

which was telephoned en clair to the Prime 

Minister's Private Secretary at Washington at 

9,30 p.m. on January 14th, 1942. 


DRAFT COMMUNIQUE. 


1. The islands are French and will remain French,, 


2. The present Administrator shall be withdrawn; the 

administration of the islands shall be exercised by the 

Consultative Council. 


3. The above mentioned Consultative Council will agree
to the appointment of Canadian and U.S. officials to assist 

them in the operation of the wireless stations on the 

islands in the common interest of the Allies. 


4. The Free French National Committee have informed 

His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom that they 

never intended that ships of the Free French Naval forces 

should remain in the islands, and that these ships will 

shortly resume their normal duties of attacking the enemy 

wherever they may find him. 


5. The Canadian and American Governments agree and 

undertake to continue economic assistance to the inhabitants 

of the islands and the respective Consuls of those countries 

will confer with the local authorities as to the nature 

of the assistance to be given. Arrangements are being made 

both to continue the supplies from the United States and 

Canada, on which the islands are dependent, and to provide 

seasonal supply of fish to the French inhabitants of Martinique 
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THE PRIME MINISTER said that the disaster a , 

Pearl Harbour had had a great effect in the United 

States. They were resolved to settle matters finally 

with Japan. But they realised that the main pressure 

must be kept on Germany. As a means to this end they 

were keen on the project of occupying the North and 

West Coast of Africa., He (The Prime Minister) had 

explained to them that our aim should be to marshal our 

forces, on a line Iceland - British Isles - North Africa, 

ready for an offensive in 1943. But it was clear that 

shipping was the limiting factor in any plans that were 

made. 


The shortage of shipping would delay the move 

of U.SU troops into Northern Ireland. Everything possible 

should be done for the comfort of the U.S,; troops j and, 

subject to such secrecy as to actual troop movements as 

was necessary for their safety, their arrival should be 

featured. 


It would be useful to arrange for the U.S, 

troops to take a turn at beach defence, a Brigade at a 

time. 


As a result of events at Pearl Harbour, the 
United States had lost their naval supremacy, By the 
middle of February they would have 7 battleships in the 
Pacific. If the two new Japanese battleships were then 
serviceable, it was probable that two U.S. 16" capital 
ships, now in the Atlantic, would be moved to the Pacific 
If, however, they left these two ships in the Atlantic, 
it would be for consideration whether the two NELSONS, 
when available, should be sent out to the Pacific, 

As regards naval building programmes, the three 

new American battleships which had been scheduled for 

completion in 3.943 had now been brought forward to 1942* 

A large number of auxiliary aircraft-carriers were to be 


 Of the first 30 delivered, 15 were to be 
improvised.

0  to us allotted
 

.ir Rein- Two columns of heavy bomber aircraft were now 

rcements. on their way to the Far East; the one^ across Africa 


and India; the other, across the Pacific^ , 






The Prime Minister said that he had been * * " 

impressed by the American attitude towards China. They 

held General Chiang Kai-shek in considerable esteem^ and 

they intended to assist him in raising and training a 

very lo.rge Chinese army They were also keen on 

developing communi cations"with" China" via the Burma Road. 

He (the. Prime Minister) felt that we should look at the 

China problem from a wider angle than.hitherto. At the 

back of the United States attitude was the fear that, 

unless we paid sufficient regard to China, there was the 
risk that she might make a separate peace. It would not 
be a long stop from such a peace to a combined Asiatic 
movement. 


THE FIRST SEA LORD said that the Chiefs of Staff 

had. had many meetings with the two American Chiefs of Staff 

and with General Arnold, the head of the Army Air Staff. 

The secretarial arrangements for these meetings had been 

undertaken by our own staff. The American? had as. yet 

no central secretariat, but they were rotting one un-

It nad been -agreed that -onere snouiu"oe meetings at"least 

once a week of the Combined Chiefs-of Staff, i.e., the 

U.S.. Chiefs of Staffs y-and:-the representatives in Washington 

of the British Chiefs of Staff; and that the American and 

British Joint Planners should also work together. The 

Americans had realised the advantages of our system, and 

were prepared to work with it and through it. 


As for the United States Navy, each of its 

Fleets had three Comnanders-in-Chief, the President, 

Admiral King and the local Commonder-in-Chief. The system 

had perhaps certain advantages, but was not one to which 

we were accustomed. 


The Prime Minister had alrdaWp"mentioned the 

possibility of the two United States battleships now in 

the Atlantic being moved to the Pacific, but the Americans 

had agreed to two U. S. 8" eruis ers being stationed, in the 

Iceland area. We, on the other hand, had agreed to let 

them have 10 corvettes as they were very short of all snail 

craft o 


The War Cabinet took note of these 

statements. 


Great George Street,. S.W.I. 

^ 
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THE P A R E A S T . THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL. GENERAL STAFF and 
THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF reported on the military 

Military 	 and air reinforcements now arriving in Malaya and 

Situation. 	 Burma, and due to arrive there 'during the remainder 


of January and. February. 

Previous 

Reference: 	 THE FIRST SEA LORD reported on the convoy 
W.M.(4S) 4th 	 arrangements for these reinforcements. 
Conclusions ,

Minut e 1,) THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL- STAFF said 


that, following upon General Wavell's decisions, the 

front in Malaya was being re-organised. In Burma the 

situation appeared to be developing unfavourably. 

There were pockets of Japanese in the neighbourhood 

of Tavoy, Mergai, and Moulmein* The situation 

of the American forces in Luzon appeared precarious. 

In Mindanao the situation was better, alt-hough there 

was a shortage of small arms ammunition. There had 

been Japanese landings on both the east and west 

coasts of Dutch Borneo, and on the northern promontory 

of the Celebes . 


THE PRIME MINISTER emphasised the importance of 

maintaining the Burma Road in operation. It should 

also be made clear that it was the duty of the 

Singapore garrison to hold out to the last, should 

military resistance in Johore collapse. 


The Prime Minister said that he was prepared to 

take upon himself the full responsibility for the 

-political decisions which had governed the size of 

our forces in Malaya at the outbreak of hostilities 

with Japan. There were, however, certain matters 

connected, with	 the defence of Malaya which called 

for inquiry. He instanced the following:

(1) On several occasions our forces had. been 
out-flanked by Japanese landings on the 

west coast. Our Naval forces had failed 

to stop this, although it was believed 

that the enemy had moved his troops along 

the coast in small, unarmed vessels. 


(2) He wished to be assured that the defence 

plans for the Naval Base at Singapore, 

and for Singapore Island, made adequate 

defence for the following:
(s) Obtaining control of all small craft, 


which might otherwise fall into enemy 

hands, and their destruction when necessary^ 


(b) The destruction of any small craft 

attempting to cross the s'traits 






between the mainland of Johore and 

Singapore Islandc Had batteries for 

-this purpose been installed at each 

end of the straits? 


( e) What steps, were being taken to extend 

the ground defences to the landward 

side of the fortress? 


(d) Had a complete scheme of demolitions, 

covering all the object-; of military 

impoioance, been drawn up? How far 

had the preparations for carrying out 

this scheme, if need arose, advanced? 


(e) Was the water supply secure? 


(3) What progress had been made in evacuating 

bouches inutiles from Singapore? If a 

siege was likely, it was important to 

reduce the size of the population, both 

European and Asiatic, before the fortress 

was invested... 


The Chiefs of Staff were invited 

to submit a Report on these; 

matters. 


Great George Street, S.W.1 * 
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NORTHERN THE PRIME MINISTER said that, subject to the 
IRELAND. 

views of our own and the United States military 


authorities as to security, he thought that the 

arrival of the United States troops in Northern 

Ireland should be made the occasion of a demonstra
tion of welcome. 


The question had also been raised as to whether 

a submission should, be made to the King with a view 


to His Majesty visiting Northern Ireland to inspect 


the United States troops soon after their arrival. 


The War Cabinet thought- that the occasion would 


justify such a visit, and. that it, would be appro
priate that His Majesty should be accompanied, by the 

Home Secretary and. the United States Ambassador in 


London. 


THE PRIME MINISTER undertook to 

approach the King on this subject. 


Great George Street, S.W.I. 
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,3E FAR EAST. THE WAR CABINET had before them a telegram 

(JOHCU 21) from the Prime Minister of Australia to the 


. .. . Prime Minister, dated 24th January, 1942 (W.P.(42) 34). 

. 7" .  The following are the main points in this telegram
n
ura-cegxoajL which set out the views of an emergency meeting of the 

.equxrements. Australian War Cabinet, which had been held on 23rd January. 


Part I. Malaya. 


On the basis of reports from the G.O.C. of 

the Australian and Imperial Forces in Malaya,

doubts were expressed"as to the suitability of 

Indian troops for the type of warfare now in 

progress in Malaya. 


Sir Earle Page had reported that the Defense 

Committee (Operations) had been considering the 

evacuation of Malaya and Singapore, The evacuation 

of Singapore would be regarded in Australia and 

elsewhere as an inexcusable betrayals 


Even in an emergency, any diversion of 

reinforcements from Malaya should be towards the 

Netherlands East Indies and not towards Burma. 


Part II. The Pacific, 


The importance of Port Moresby was stressed,

and a request made that a number of submarines 

might be allotted to that base. 


Emphasis was laid on the desirability of 

co-operation between the United States and 

Australian Naval forces. 


Part III. Aircraft. 


Requests were put forward for the immediate 

allotment to the R.A.A.F. of considerable 

reinforcements of aircraft from this country

and from the U.S.A* 






THE PRIME MINISTER said that a very depressing 

report had been received from General Wavell, indicating

that it looked as though Singapore might only be able to 
hold out for a few weeks . In this event we should have to 

consider whether we might not have to send to Burma some 

of the reinforcements destined for Malaya. It had5 therefore, 

been necessary for the Defence Committee to consider what our 

action should be if we were unable to hold the fortress. 

But he thought that Sir Earle Page had unintentionally 

misled the Australian Government when he had reported to 

them that the Defence Committee had considered the 

evacuation of Singapore. The decision reached at the 

Meeting had been that the Battle of Johore and.the defence 

of Singapore Island should be given the highest priority. 

Further, the orders issued to General Wavell had been that 

the battle should be fought out, if need be, in the ruins of 

Singapore. 


The account given by Sir Earle Page to his 

Government was, therefore, incomplete. Clearly no decision 

could have been taken on such a grave matter without full 

consultation with the Dominions . Proceedings at the 

Defence Committee would be gravely hampered if an incom
plete discussion, which formed, no part of the Conclusions 

of the Meeting, was to be reported to the Dominion 

Governments. 


The Prime Minister added that he did not propose 

to answer the telegram, but to refer it to the Chiefs of 

Staff. 


SIR EARLE PAGE said that his telegram to the 

Australian Prime Minister had been a factual statement of 

the position disclosed to the Defence Committee (Opera
tions), together with his own observations. He conceived 

that he was' within hi? rights in despatching such a . 

telegram. In sending this telegram he had also had in 

mind that he could, use this as an instance to reinforce 

the view which he had already laid before the Australian 

Government, that it was in their interest that the Par 

Eastern Council should be established in London, and not 

in Washington. 


Turning to the passage in the part of the 

telegram which dealt with the reinforcement of the 

Pacific, Sir Barle Page said that it had undoubtedly been 

in Mr Curt in's mind, in drafting his telegram, that since 

the beginning of the war Australia had never been unwilling 

to send her Imperial Forces overseas. In doing so she had 

denuded herself to a dangerous extent. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that it went without 

saying that the Australian troops and. air squadrons 

serving overseas must move homewards to the defence of 

their own country, now that danger threatened it. But 

effect could only be given to this process very gradually. 

All the available shipping was mortgaged for essential 

military movements. 


In reply to a question, SIR EARLE PAGE said that 

the Australian Government had. accepted President Roosevelts 

offer to send a large- force of American troops to 

Australia. , 






Reference was also made to the movement of 

United States troops to New Caledonia. 


THE MINISTER OP SUPPLY thought that it would be 

of, advantage if the Australian Government could be informed 

that this movement of troops had been made possible by our 

having surrendered the use of ships which had been promised 

to us for other purpos es . 


SIR EARLE PAGE referred to the need for sending 

fighter aircraft to Australia. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that this country and the 

United States were sending a steady flow of aircraft to 

the Pa cifi c theat re. 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that over 300 

fighters and 300 aircraft of other types were being 

sent by the United States to Australia for onward despatch 

to the Pacific theatre. By far the quickest me&icdcf obtaining 

fighter aircraft for Australia would be if some part of 

these reinforcements could be retained in Australia. 


The War Cabinet:
(l) Asked the Chiefs of Staff to report within 


two days on:
(a) The reserves of men and materials 


available in Australia for the defence 

of that country: 


(b) The v'ays and means of despatching 

early reinforcements for Australia. 


(2) Instructed the War Office and Air Ministry 

to prepare a Note setting out the steps 

which had already been taken to arrange for 

the despatch of British and U.S. troops and 

air forces to the Far East. 


(3) Took note	 that the Prime Minister and 

the Minister of Supply were in consultation 

regarding the possibility of making 

available to Australia reinforcements of 

armo ur e d fight in g v ehi cl es . 


reat George Street, S.W.I. 
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THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN 

AFFAIRS referred to General Chiang Kai-shek's forth
coming visit to India0 Attention was called to 

telegrams from Sir A. Clark Kerr (No. 10?) and from 

the Viceroy (No. 161-S) in which reference was 

made to the fact that General Chiang Kai-shek had 

expressed his desire to t?ee Gandhi and Nehru. 


The view was expressed that it would be 

most unfortunate if the impression was given that 

the Generalissimo had come to India to visit the 

Viceroy, Gandhi and Nehru. The right course was 

that he should come to India to visit the Viceroy 

and members of his Council! the Viceroy should 

then ask him what other persons he wished to see, 

and should take steps to make sure that he saw 

persons representative of a wide selection of 

communities and sections of opinion, in order 

that he might realise the diversity in India. 


The War Cabinets-


Invited the Secretary of State for 

India to despatch a telegram to the 

Viceroy on these lines
c 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY referred to 

telegrams Nos. 122 and 126 from Sir A, Clark Kerr, 

who reported that the Chinese were very depressed, 

Among the reasons for this were our continued 

withdrawals in Malaya, the rumours that we scorned 

their (Chinese) military help in Burma, and the 

belief that we did not take thera into our confidence 

and treat them as equals. 


In this connection THE PRIME MINISTER read 
to the War Cabinet a copy of a telegram (No. 66094) 
which he had sent to General Wavell on 23rd January 
on the question of accepting military help from 
the Chinese in Burma, and of General Wavell's reply 
( N o  0 005 "S). 

One suggestion considered was that the 

Foreign Secretary should invite the Generalissimo 

to pay a visit to this country.- It was, no doubt, 

unlikely that he could do soj but, even so, the 

offer of an invitation might please him and help to 

restore confidence. The general view taken, 

however, was that it was probably undesirable for 

General Chiang Kai-shek to absent himself from 

China for too long, and the suggestion was not 

therefore pursued. 






Reference was made to the request which 

General Chiang Kai-Shek had made for a loon of £100 

millions, 


THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER explained 

that there were' difficulties about this proposal, 

which moreover seemed unlikely to be of much practical 

assistance to China. The view taken had been that, 

while we were prepared to give China some - financial help, 

we should first- find out what the United States were 

prepared to do in the matter, more particularly now 

that the Chinese had refused an offer made by 

President Roosevelt to provide the money to maintain 

in the field certain Chinese forces. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that, in view of 

the difficult position which had now arisem, he 

thought that he and the Chancellor of the Exchequer 

should give further consideration, as a matter of 

urgency, to the question of giving financial help to 

China. 


The War Cabinet endorsed this view. 


Reference was also, made to the question 

whether the attitude adopted by the Colonial 

authorities in the Par East generally, and particularly 

in Singapore, towards the Chinese population in their 

territories, was consonant with the fact that China 

was now an important Ally. 


The War Cabinet:-


Invited the Secretary of State for 

the Colonies to consider whether it 

would be; appropriate that he should 

send instructions to the Colonial 

Governors in the Par East on this 

matter. 


orge Street, S.W.1. , 
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The War Cabinet had before them Memoranda by 

the Lord President of the Council and by the Minister 

of Agriculture and Fisheries (W.P.(42) 41 and 49). 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL gave an 

account of the history of the matter, and suronarieed" 

the main factors which had influenced his Committee in 

reaching their conclusions., The members of his Committee 

(the Chancellor of the Exchequer reserving his position) 

had reached the conclusion that, having regard to the 

terms in which the original pledge had been reaffirmed 

in October, 1941., it would be necessary to advance prices 

by an amount representing the increased labour costs in 

respect of controlled commodities, resulting from the 

recent increase in the national minimum wage to 60/"* 

On a generous interpretation, this involved an increase 

in costs of £20 millions,. They were, hov;ever, satisfied 

that no increase was called for in costs other than wages, 

since, in their view, the Government were entitled to 

take into account changes in the general level of costs 

and receipts throughout the whole period since the pledge 

was given,, He also referred to the very large increases 

in farmers net incomes, as compared with increases in 

wages and earnings of other classes of the community. 


THE MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES 

urged that agriculture must be treated differently from 

industry. Extensions to munitions factories had been 

carried out mainly by funds provided by the State. ; But 

the Government policy had been that the extra working 

capital and additional equipment required by farmers for 

the programme of increased production should be found by 

the farmers themselves. Since the outbreak of 

war, £44 millions had been expended on tractors and extra 

farm implements. Farmers were now being urged to make furihe 

increases in production, which would involve the 

expenditure of an additional £25 millions on further 

equipments It had also been necessary to take into 

account the heavy indebtedness of the farming community 

in 1938-39, 


The second consideration to which he drew 

attention was that, while the large, well-managed farms 

on the better-class land were making very high profits, 

such profits were subject to heavy taxation. He gave 

nn instance of one farmer who had made a profitin one year 

of £84,000 on a farm of 9,000 acres, and had paid back in 

taxation £75,000 to the Exchequer. But the great majority 

of farms were small farms, and it was necessary to fix price 

at a level which, having regard to their circumstances, 

would enable the small farmers to maintain, or to increase 

still further, the levels of production already reached^ 






It had always "been understood by the^axmirtg^
community tha-c the Government pledge'v^pQl^d to 
substantial changes in costs of producti^nTroxa-whe£ever 
cause. The pledge had, in fact, been renewed in 
regard to costs, other than wages, in the previous 
summer^ The farming community would not be satisfied 
that the pledge was fulfilled, by increases in prices 
totalling £20 millions. Some figure of the order 
of £30 millions would be necessary for this purpose0He thought, however, that it might be possible to 
justify the exclusion from the calculation of any figure 
in respect of the remuneration of the farmer and his 
wife. This would mean an increase in prices of 
£26 millionso This figure was made up of, say, £19 
to £20 millions for wages costs, together with other 
costs of £5 to £7 millions^ 

The Minister added that the sum of 

£86 millions, while constituting the minimum sum which, 

in his view, would adequate^ fulfil the pledge, also 

represented the smallest increase which could in 

practice be allocated over the various commodities? if, 

as the Minister of Pood thought was necessary, milk 

prices were inoreased by £10 millions.. 


The Minister added that he thought it was 

essential to make sure that the farmers were satisfied 

that the pledge was fully honoured on the occasion of 

the present reviewo Provided a satisfactory 

settlement was reached on the present occasion, there 

was no reason why the position should not be looked at 

again,with a view to matters being dealt with on a 

revised basis in later yearst, 


THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER said that 

if the. matter was treated on merits, and not on the 

strict interpretation of the pledge^ the farmers were 

not entitled to any increase in prices,, If the 

facts became knowi, it would have to be admitted that 

the original estimate had contained a bad miscalculation, 

This TLS calculation - had indeed been so serious that there 

wad a'case for explaining the whole position to the 

farmers and asking them whether they demanded that the 


0letter of the bargain should be adhere:;, to
 

In any case, however, he thought that the 

figure of £20 millions, given by the Lord Presidents 

Committee as the sum required to avoid any accusation 

of breach of the pledge, was an over-estimate, and 

that the sum should be £15-g- or £16 millions,, Further, 

he could not accept the view that the fact that 

considerable sums would be recovered by taxation 

afforded any justification for giving a larger increase 

in prices than was necessitated by the pledge,. 

Moreover, having regard to the fact that most, farmers 

did not keep accounts, it was doubtful how much could 

in fact be recovered by taxation, 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL made the following 

points %-


First, in fixing prices it was not possible to 

give, to individual farmers, increases which 

corresponded with the increased cost of the 

labour they employedc What had been done 

throughout had been to fix global increases, 

which would correspond with the increases in 

wages falling on, the farming community, but to 

allocate the increases in such a way as to 

stimulate;the products for which the Minister of 

Pood had most neeg0 






Secondly; the prices fixed in. 1940 had "been 

largely in the nature of a guess at what was 

necessary to ensure from the farming 

community the increased production required. 

The element of profit included in this 

estimate or guess had proved larger than had 

been anticipated,: 


Thirdly; the number of holdings quoted in 

the Arpendix to the Minister of Agriculture 

and Fisheries' paper ..r.ce;'fed the . 

number of individual farmers, and therefore 

rather over-represented the number of marginal 

farmerso 


Fourthly; he saw no justification for the view 

that farmers should be able to acquire all 

the new stock and equipment which they needed 

out of the profits of one year,, 


He thought the increase of £20 millions offered 

represented a very fair offer. 


THE MINISTER OF SUPPLY said that farmers 

were not over-paid by present prices, and they were 

entitled to the increase of £26 or £27 millions 

proposed.by the Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisherieso When comparison was made with pre-war 

earnings, it must be remembered that the farmers had 

very low profits before the war, 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR SCOTLAND said 

that he had given a pledge in Scotland on very much 

the same terms as those given by the Minister of 

Agriculture and Fisheries. His pledge, however, had 

related more specifically to wages costs. 


So far as concerned the fulfilment of the 

pledge, he was prepared to accept the figure of 

£20 millions arrived at by the Central Statistical 

Office, and to go to the farmers on that basis. 

The difficulty which he felt arose from the 

allocation of this sums If £10 millions was 

allotted for milk, he did not see how he could argue 

with the farmers that the pledge was fulfilled in the 

case of the producers of meat and oats, or the sheep 

farmers. He thought that an endeavour should be 

made to reach a settlement with the farmers1 


representatives on"the allocation of £20 millions. 

If this proved unsuccessful, it would be necessary 

to ask authority for a further increase. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL said 

that the pledge was a pledge to the farming 

community as a whole. The first question to 

determine was the total increase in prices which 

must be allowed in fulfilment of the pledge. 

Allocation of the sum was for determination later0 






V 

t 

THE MINISTER OP LABOUR AND NATIONAL SERVICE 

said that,if the matter was looked at on the basis of 

wage increases chanted, he thought the increase of £14 

millions in prices granted in 1940,together with the 

increase of £20 millions now proposed, corresponded to 


;:/ an increase of wages of 3/- a week in excess"of the 

increases which had in fact already been given,, In his 

view, the question of production on marginal land 

should be further examined.,, He also emphasised that 

tho pledge to the farming community did"not come to an 

end at the end cf the war, but extended to at least a 

year thereafter,. In the interests of the farming 

community stability and security were what really 

mattered,, Por this point of view he deprecated undue 

increases at the present time0 


THE MINISTER OP AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES:said 

that, while he agreed with this view, it was of crucial 

importance to make sure that the pledge was honoured in 

the letter on the present occasion,, 


Further discussion took place as to L:  " a total 

increase of £20 millions would be allocated if it was 

decided to authorise a total increase in prices of this 

amounts 


THE MINISTER OP POOD explained that he 

proposed that £10 millions should be allotted to milk, 

primarily because he attached high priority to milk 

among the foods necessary to feed the country properly; 

and, secondly, because the production of milk involved 

heavy labour costs0 


-

THE FIRST LORD OP THE ADMIRALTY said that he 

had always been opposed to the fixing of flat contract 

prices for milk, In his view, such a system was 

inherently unsound,, and milk prices should be fixed on 

the basis of ascertained costs, having regard to the 

differing circumstances under which milk was produced,, 

He had grave doubts of the wisdom of accepting the 

increased prices now proposed,, 


After THE PRIME MINISTER had summed up the 

discussion and invited the views of the Ministers 

present,, the War Cabinet reached the following 

conclusions:

(l)	 The total price increases considered necessary 

to fulfil the Government's pledge should 

not exceed £20 millions^. 


(2)	 This decision took no account of the 

allocation of this sum between the various 

commodities, a question which had not yet 

been fully considered, 


/jBome Ministers expressed the view that 

. the allocation of this sum involved 

questions of high policy^/ 


(3)	 Paragraph 8 of the Memorandum by the Lord 

President of the Council (setting out 

various matters which should be communicated to 


farmers1 representatives) was endorsed. 


Great George Street, S.W. 1. 
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Tho War Cabinet continued" their discussion 

of the Memorandum by the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs on Policy towards Kussia (W.P. (42^ 48). 


THE MINISTER OF WAR PRODUCTION said that all 

that M. Stalin was asking for was recognition of his 

frontiers as they had existed in June, 1941, when 

Germany had invaded Russia. At the same- date we 

had made a Treaty with Russia which had'wiped out 

everything which had passed between our two countries 

up to that date. M. Stalin had, however, qualified 

his request for recognition of the 1941 boundaries 

on the West by making it clear that these boundaries 

would be subject to a special arrangement so far as 

Poland was concerned. Moreover, these frontiers were 

necessary for Russia's security and security was one of 

the factors dealt with in the Atlantic Charter. We 

should therefore (subject, of course, to views of 

the United States on this subject) agree to IL Stalin's 

reouest. 


The Minister said that our relations with Russia' 

,Tere-deteriorating; we could not afford to wait but 

should hold out a hand of friendship and seal the bond 

with them as quickly as possible. It was worth 

remembering that so far Russia had contributed far 

more to the war effort than the United States- to whom 

we had made such frequent concessions. In a number 

of matters we had not acceded, or* not acceded at all 

promptly, -co Russia's requests, e.g. her requests for 

military aid or her request that we should declare war 

on Finland. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he 

wished to ask the Cabinet to look at the matter from 

the point of view of Anglo-Russian relations in their 

wider sense. It was of the utmost importance -that these 

relations should U C put on a better basis. M. Stalin 

wished to sign Treaties with us relating, not merely 

to our alliance in the war, but also to post-war co
operation. Unless we were in a position to sign 

Treaties with him, we should not get any real co
operation. He felt sure that no treaty could be 

signed except on the basis of Russia's June 1941, 

frontiers with Finland,the Baltic States and Roumania. 


In this matter our part should be to reconcile 

the divergent points of view of Russia and tho 

United States. He thought, however, that such 

reconciliation was by no means out of the question. 


- 1 
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One way of doing it would be to accept

Mo Stalin's" demand as it stood; subject, of course,

to success in obtaining "the. acquiescence, of the United 


Our second course would be to concede to 

Russia the right to have bases in the Baltic States,. 


A third course would be a scheme for control 

by the Soviet Government of the Foreign Relations and 

Defences of the Baltic States,, 


The Foreign Secretary's present view was 

that the grant to Russia of bases in the Baltic States,

if agreed to by ourselves and the United States,

might be regarded by M. Stalin as er-;-.aXly. -valuable .. : 

wi+h the recognition by this country only of nis 

1941 frontiers. It was also to be remembered that 

the acquisition of bases had been the first step

which the Russians had themselves taken. From the 

.:\tvd States point of view the acquisition of bases 


might well be easy of acceptance, since it was a 

course which they had themselves adopted. 


The Foreign Secretary concluded by saying

that the course he favoured was to tell the United 

States Government that,in the interests of the 

broader issues of the war and of Anglo-Russian 

co-operation, we should like to accept M. Stalin's 

claim to Russia's 1941 frontiers. We realised,

however, that this might present difficulties to the 

United States; and, in this event, we would ask them 

to consider the grant to Russia of bases in the Baltic 

States. He v/ould prefer to adopt this course, rather 

than the formula suggested by Lord Halifax of control 

by the Soviet Government of the Foreign Relations and 

Defences of the Baltic States. This latter proposal 

went further... but it was final. ' The grant of bases did 

not orcclude the cession of the Baltic States at the 

Peacu. It was an instalment, 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL thought that the 

proposal outlined by the Foreign Secretary was dangerous 

and might, indeed, stultify the causes for which we were 

fighting. The action proposed was only too 

reminiscent of what had been done in the last war. 

Further, as soon as one claim had been agreed to, we 

should be faced with others, and we should be subjected 

to pressure to make concessions right and left. The 

course of action proposed might have a serious effect 

on the morale of the people of this country. It 

implied that after the war we should be faced with the 

same old problem of strategic frontiers, and so forth. 

In his view, the course proposed was both wrong in 

itself and inexpedient. 


THE HOME SECRETARY AND MINISTER OF HOME 

SECURITY thought that there must be a limit to the 

application of the principle of self-determination. 

He thought that after the last war this principle had 

been allowed too wide application, and had been partly

responsible for some of the difficulties which had 

arisen. 






On the larger issue, it was most 

important that we should maintain good relations 

with Mo Stalin, and it was worth a good deal to 

attain "this. A successful post-war settlement would 

depend upon this country, the United States and 

Russia holding to ether and maintaining order for cr 

time in the worlds 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR said that, 
provided we won the war, there was no doubt that 
M, Stalin's forces would be in occupation of the 
Baltic States and Bessarabia at the end of the war, 
and it would not be in our power to get them to 
leave. By agreeing to accept these frontiers now, 
we should go a long way to remove the risk of bad 
feeling between this country and Russia, 

THE PRIME MINISTER referred to the 

uncertainty as to what the position would be at the 

end of the war. In his view, the right plan was 

that all these matters should be settled at the 

Peace Conference. The immediate point at issue 

was how this matter should be presented to the 

United States. For his own part, he favoured a 

balanced presentation. 


Several Ministers thought that, if this 

was done, the result would be that the United States 

would immediately ask what our views were. They 

favoured giving the United States some indication 

of how our minds were moving. 


THE MINISTER OP LABOUR AND NATIONAL SERVICE 

attached importance to it being clearly understood 

whether M, Stalin's claim to his 1941 boundaries in 

Finland, the Baltic States and Bessarabia represented 

his ultimate aims in this direction. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that M. Stalin's 

statement was quite specific on-this point. 


After further discussion, the War Cabinet:
(l)	 Invited the Foreign Secretary to 


prepare, for circulation to the War 

Cabinet, a draft telegram to Lord 

Halifax, instructing him to explain 

the whole position to the United 

States Government, and, if possible, 

to President Roosevelt personally. 


This telegram should be a 

balanced statement , It should 


' set out the strong reasons why 

iv was desirable to go as far as 

re could in the way of meeting 

Mo Stalin's claims in this matter 


At the same time, the objections 
to admitting these claims should be 
stated, and it should be indicated 
that we realised that these claims 
might well present difficulties to 
the United States Government, having 
regard, for example, to the terms of 
the Atlantic Charter; there should 
be any express recognition of the fact 
that we were under an obligation to 
consult the United States before 
taking any action on M. Stalin's 
claims, 
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IS 
The alternative plan of granting 

Russian "bases in the Baltic States 

should be explained, together with a 

statement of the arguments in fa.""ur 

of this course 


(2)	 Agreed that the Dominion Governments 

should not... for the prcsscat, be 

informed of the terms of our 

communication to the United States, 

and that it was of the utmost 

importance that this communication 

should be treated as of the greatest 

secrecy, both here and in the United 

States. 


Great George Street, S.W*1. 
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IONS IDERATI ON THE PRIME MINISTER read to the War Cabinet 

fNDER LEASE- a Personal Despatch which he had received from the 

1END. President .of the United States in regard to Article 7 


of the Interim Lease-Lend Agreement,, The President's 

fprevious despatch showed a full appreciation of the objections 

eference: which we had felt to signing the proposed Agreement. 

.M.(42)l7th In his view Article 7 contained no commitment in 

one 1 us ions,. advance to abolish Empire Preference, and it 

inute 4). should be excluded from our discussions,, An 


exchange of notes would, however, seem . ery cautious. 

He hoped we would see our way to sign the Agreement 

without an exchange of Notes on the assurances now 

given. 


The Prime Minister said that the President's 

letter could not, of course, be quoted. He saw no 

reason, however, why he (the Prime Minister), when 

questioned on the matter, should not give a statement 

as to the meaning of Article 7 of the Agreement 

on the lines sketched out in the President's letter. 

This, of course, would, in form, be no more than 

our own interpretation; but we could rely on the 

fact that it would not be contradicted by the 

United States. 


The War Cabinet:-


Expressed satisfaction at the terms 

of this document, but deferred a final 

decision until the Ministers concerned 

had had time to give further 

consideration to the matter. 


NOTE. Subsequent to the Meeting, after consultation 

with the Ministers concerned, the Prime 

Minister despatched a telegram to President 

Roosevelt in the following terms:
"I am deeply grateful to you for all 

you say, which entirely meets my difficulties, 

We shall agree through Foreign Office forthwith 

subject to clearing matter finally with 

Dominions to document without the need of 

formal interchange of letters. Of course 

when I am asked I shall state my view of the 

public document from my own standpoint in 

terms which will lie -within your assurances. 

I do not intend to quote you,," 


Great George Street, S.W.I.. 
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AUSTRALIAN THE PRIME MINISTER informed the War Cabinet that 

TROOP MOVE- the 7th Australian Division, now on its way back from 

MENTS. Palestine to Australia, had touched at Colombo and 


was in the Indian Ocean. This Division was the only 

, unit, which could be diverted immediately to Burma4
where, if it could arrive in time, it would be 

likely to turn in our favour the battle for Rangoon. 

If so diverted, it could have arrived on the 26th 

or 27th February. 


It had therefore been suggested to the Australian 
Government that they should agree to this Division being 
diverted to Burma, in view of the critical nature Of the 
fighting there and of the important strategic issues 
involved. 

The Australian Government had refused this request. 


He had, however, thought it right to send another telegram 

to the Australian Government on 20th February urging them to 

change their mind. Sir Earle Page had sent a strong 

telegram pressing them to adopt the same course. 

In view of the important issue involved, the Prime 

Minister had put the facts to President Roosevelt, who 

had then also sent a strong appeal to the Australian 

Governmento 


While awaiting a reply from the Australian 

Government to his second request, he (the Prime 

Minister) had taken upon himself the responsibility 

of ordering the convoy to turn North, so that, in the 

event of the Australian Government acceding to our 

request, no delay would be entailed. 


The Prime Minister said that the Australian 

Government, after full consideration, had refused his 

second request. He read the following extract from 

telegram No. 139 from the Australian Government received 

on 21st February, 


"In your telegram No. 233 it was clearly 

implied that the convoy was not (repeat not) 

proceeding to the Northwards. From your 

telegram No, 241 it appears that you have 

diverted the convoy towards Rangoon and had 

treated our approval to this vital diversion 

as merely a matter of form. By doing so 

you have established a physical situation 

which adds to the. dangers of the convoy 

and the responsibility of the consequences 

of such diversion rests upon you." 


The Prime Minister said that on receipt of this 

reply the convoy had been ordered to proceed to 

Australia. 
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The Prime Minister said that he took full responsi
bility for Iris action in changing the course of the 

convoy.. As soon as the convoy had turned North, its 

escort had been increased, and this increased escort 

would, continue to accompany the convoy- It si happened 

that some of -one transports would now not have suffici
ent fuel to proceed to Australia without another call 

at, Colombo to re fuel , 


Th I-ime Minister sc.d.that he ;--egretted that, 
owing to a misundorstending, Sir Earle Page had not 
been informed when the convoy had been ordered, to turn 
North. He also said that ib had been hoped, that the 
reply would, be received from the Australian Government 
within a few hours,. But. the reply had not been 
received, for nearly SO hours 

SIR EARLE PAGE said that he much regretted 

the failure of the efforts that had been made to 

persuade the Australian Government to send these 

Australian troops to Rangoon, He felt sure that the 

letter ho had now received from the Prime Minister 

would, dissipate any possible misunderstanding on the 

part of the Ausoralian Government in regard to the 

Prime Minister's action in ordering the temporary 

diversion of the convoy,. He noted, that the transports 

would, return to he re--fuelled at Colombo - He was sure 

that the greatest importance attached to a 

strong force being available in Ceylon in order to mate 

sure that the whole of the island, and. its facilities 

were denied to the Japanese, He thought, therefore, 

that it might be suggested to the Australian Government 

that the Australian troops should be disembarked, at 

Colombo and used to reinforce the garrison, at any 

rate for the present. If the Prime Minister felt any 

reluctance in putting this proposition to the 

Australian Government, he (Sir Earle Page) would be 

very ready to make the suggestion on his own res pensi
bility, provided that the"Chiefs of Staff furnished him 

with an appreciation, which he could quote, setting 

out the importance of this course. 


THE FIRST SEA LORD said that this was a valuable 

suggestion, and that the Chiefs of Staff would, 

furnish a short appreciation, 


THE CHIEF 0? THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 
that it would not be possible to hold the shipping 
at Colombo.' it would not be worth while for the troops 
to disembark in Ceylon unless they stayed for a period 
of say a month or six weeks,-. 

The War Cabinet:
(1)	 Invited the Chiefs of Staff to furnish 


Sir Earlo Page, at the earliest moment, 

. with a short appreciation on the lines 

propos c&: 


(2) Took note that Sir Earle Page proposed 

to put forward this suggestion to the 

Australian Government on his Own responsi
bilaty. 


reat George Street, S.W-1. 
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The War Cabinet had before them a Report by 

the Chiefs of Staff Committee asking for authority 

to borrow 72 Hurricane II aircraft from those now 

allotted to Russia, 1d be repaid in the next three 

months (Wo P. (42) 95). 


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that at the 

present time we had 10 fighter squadrons in Egypt or 

the Western Desert, armed with Hurricanes. There were 

5s squadrons armed with Hurricanes at Malta, There 

were also 5 Army Co-operation squadrons in the Middle 

East armed with Hurricanes, making a' total of 18̂ -

Hurricane squadrons in' the Middle Easto 


On the plan proposed, and assuming that 
authority was given to borrow 72 Hurricane II aircraft 
from those now allotted to Russia, we should still be 
113 short of our requirements of Hurricanes in the 
Middle East over: the period from mid-February to 
m i d ^ r u l y , 1942, and over 250 short of the number 
of fighters of all types required in the Middle East" 
East in this period. This was after making allowance 
for a reduction of the total number of/squadrons in 
the Middle East£from 52 to 48o fi^ftr 

At the present moment our Hurricane 

production was insufficient to meet the requirements 

of Russia and the Middle East0 As a result our 

Hurricane squadrons in this country were already wasting. 


Having regard to the information received as 

to the scale of Russian production of operational 

aircraft, it was to be doubted whether the Russians 

really attached much value to the monthly deliveries 

of fighter aircraft which we were making to them,, 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he was afraid 

that this suggestion would create grave suspicion in 

the mind of the Russians., who would think that it was 

the beginning of a general falling off in our deliveries 

to thenio 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that, while he 
appreciated the view put forward by the Chiefs of S t a f f , 
he felt no doubt in his own mind that it was essential, 
that there should be no interference with our supplies 
of Hurricane aircraft to Russia,, He thought it was of 
importance that we should be in. a position to state 
categorically and without qualification that we had 
punctually fulfilled our bargain in this matter,, 
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This lod to some discussion on the position 
in the Middle Easts 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that we had been 

compelled to denude the Caspian-Levant front in order to 

reinforce the Par East; and, owing to shipping 

limitations, it was beyond our power to send sufficient 

re-inforcements to that area to stop a German break 

through., 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that it seemed to 

him strategically unsound that we should be withdrawing 

troops from this vital area, where they could be used 

to support Turkey, and sending them to Australia, which 

was the area which the United States could most easily 

re-inforce0 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he was in 

agreement with this view, and proposed to take the 

matter up at- a suitable opportunity with President 

Roosevelt.., on broad? simple lines,, 


In regard to the position in the Western 

Desert, THE CHIEF OP THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 

that the situation in Malta would be critical unless 

we could recapture Benghazi before May at the very latest, 

since owing to the naval situation it was no longer 

possible to get convoys to Malta from the West, and owing 

to the air situation- it was equally impossible to get 

in convoys from the East unless we held the African 

coast line, at least as far wast as Benghazi, Arrangements 

had been made to fly out five or six of the best 

mechanics available with 2-g- tons of tank spares,, It was 

hoped by this means to get another 100 cruiser tanks 

into action quickly, and to restore confidence in the 

cruiser tank3 which had been somewhat shaken owing to 

trouble with the belt drive and lubrication.. 


The War Cabinets
(1) Decided that the Chiefs of Staffs1 


recommendation could not be accepted^ 

and that there must be no interference 

with supplies of Hurricane aircraft 

to Russia0 


(2) Invited the Minister of Labour and 

National Service, the Secretary of 

State for Air, and the Minister of 

Aircraft Production to examine what 

could be done to increase the output 

of Hurricane aircraf to 


Great George Street, S,WJ.o 
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procedure for handling the next stage in the 

negotiations. 


The President of the United States had stated 

(see Telegram No. 1013 from Washington reproduced in 

W.P.(4S) 96) that he was confident that he could 

reach agreement direct with M. Stalin, and proposed 

to set about doing so, through M. Litvinoff in the 

first instance, supporting this action through Admiral . 

Standley. 


THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that, as the 

President had said that he proposed to deal with the 

matter direct with M. Stalin, there was some risk 

of giving offence if we asked him to adopt a 

different procedure. In his view it was of 

advantage to us that the matter should be handled by 

the President, and there was much more likelihood 

of an agreement being reached if the negotiations 

were so handled by him. He also thought that it 

was possible that the President had in mind to link 

up discussion with the Russians on this matter, with 

the possibility of getting them to declare war on 

Japan. 


In the other hand, the view was expressed 

that our relations with Russia would be imperilled 

if we were now to allow the United States to take the 

lead in these negotiations. It would be particularly 

unfortunate if the United States tried to bargain 

agreement on this matter for a Russian declaration of 

war on Japan. 


Again, what Russia wanted was an agreement 

with this country. All they hoped for from the 

United States, was that they would not prevent this 

country from reaching an agreement with the U.S.S.R. 

There was no doubt that Russia regarded this country 

as of the greatest importance from the point of view 

of the post-war settlement of Europe, and wanted to 

work with us after the war. 


It was also suggested that President Roosevelt 

was not perhaps fully aware of the difficulties of 

reaching an agreement on this matter with M. Stalm, 

and that if he entered into discussions and reached 

a deadlock the results might be very serious. On the 

other hand, if negotiations were started at a lower 

level:, the President could always be brought in at a 

later stage. 


The main point in discussion was the 
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The procedure favoured by THE FOREIGN 

SECRETARY was, therefore, that he should have a talk 

with Mr. Winant, who was returning to the United 

States on a short visit on the following day, and 

should ask him to explain to the President that we 

had some doubts as to the wisdom of the procedure 

proposed by the President; and should prefer it if 

Mr. Winant, on his return from the United States, 

could enter into tripartite discussions in London with 


J , f \ ourselves and the Russians on this question./! While 

nc **** p*c  the United States authorities 
w e s h o u l d  i n h i s v i e w a s k


Is^Uedt  IA*4*u.*I5M**(tow* / to consider the adoption of this procedure, ifjg 
I I, ^ . a . / President Roosevelt nevertheless adhered to his 

 O U a
l^f^^  / scheme of trying to reach agreement direct with 
A M . Stalin, we should have to let him make the 

attempts 
In further discussion the importance of 


reaching agreement with the U.S.S.R. was strongly 

emphasised, 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS 

said that, while we had mentioned the matter briefly 

to the Dominion High Commissioners, we had not yet 

informed the Dominion Prime Ministers of the approach 

to the United States. He thought that the time had 

come when we ought to give them a resume of the 

position. 


"7HE PRIME MINISTER agreed with the course 

proposed, ut suggested that action should be 

deferred until after the further Meeting to be 

held that evening. 


The War Cabinet 


Invited the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs to prepare, for consid
eration at a further Meeting to be held at 


/ I AA- i ' J Pa i n' that evening, a draft irftlfgrnm to-
J U A ^ V  ̂ w Ym tou^^Y Zj?aohingfe^n setting out the procedure 

which he suggested should be adopted for 
the next stage in the discussions. 

Great George Street, S.W.1* 
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(9th March. 1942/ 12 Noon0 ) 


1IDIA. The War Cabinet had before them:
previous (a) A further revise of the draft Declaration 
eference: prepared by the India Committee (W.P.(42) 115). 
,M.(42) 30th 

onclusions. ) (b) A Memorandum by the Secretary of State for 


India, covering a draft telegram to the 

Viceroy (WoPo(42) 116)o 

The War Cabinet first considered the revise of 


the draft Declaration^ which was approvedc 


The timing of its issue was next consideredo 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that events had shown that the 

immediate issue' of the Declaration, without any

preliminary sounding of public opinion in India, would 

be most unwise. This course would probably' lead to 

the rejection of the Declaration by Congress, and 

would give rise to divisions of opinion here. In the 

circumstancesP he thought that the right course was to 

accept the very generous offer made by the Lord Privy

Seal to visit India and discuss matters with the 

leaders of the main Indian political parties^ The whole War 

Cabinet were greatly indebted to the Lord Privy Seal for this 

offer, and he would go with the fullest confidence of 

all of them0 The Lord Privy Seal would take with 

him the draft Declaration as the plan which he would 

discuss with the leaders of Indian opinion, with a view 

to seeing whether it met with the measure of acceptance 

vital to its successo 


The next question concerned the date of the 

announcement of the Lord Privy Seal's mission,, In 

discussion, Wednesday 11th March was regarded as the 

most appropriate dayG 


THE PRIME MINISTER read to the War Cabinet 

a first draft of the statement which he proposed should 

be made0 


This met With general approvalo 


Importance was attached to this statement 

making it clear that the Lord Privy Seal was taking

out to India a specific scheme approved by the War 

Cabinet. Otherwise,it would be said that he was going

out to negotiated 


t-*l*--t 





The War Cabinet 


(l) Approved the revised draft Declaration 

(WoP.(42) 115), and agreed that it, 

should he circulated forthwith to all 

Ministers, of Cabinet rank, who had been 

invited to attends further Meeting at 

12 Noon on the following day. 


(2) Approved the proposal that the Lord 

Privy Seal should visit India, with 

authority to discuss the scheme 

embodied in the Declaration with the 

leaders of Indian opinion', in order 

to see whether it met with the measure 

of acceptance vital to its- success^ 


(3) Invited the Secretary of State for 

India to send a telegram to the Viceroy 

informing him of this decision. 


(4) Agreed that an announcement of the 

decision in (2) should be made by 

the Prime Minister in the House of 

Commons on Wednesday, 11th March,,a 

corresponding announcement being 

made in the House of Lords. 


(5) Invited the Committee on India to 

consider the draft telegram to the 

Viceroy, prepared by the Secretary 

of State for India 7w.P.(42) 116), 

which would .require 're-casting 

in the light of the decision in (2). 


Great George Street, S.W.-1* 
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!THE PACIFIC. SIR EARLE PAGE said that, in the present 

— strategic position, Australia was the one sound, base 


position of from which the war'against Japan could be carried, on. 

Australia., There were several Divisions in Australia ready to fight, 


but not well equipped. It was of the utmost importance 

that Australia should receive more equipment, and also 

reinforcements of aircraft, as quickly as possible. 

Great Britain-had. already given Australia priority in 

.regard to equipment and munitions on order in the United 

-States;	 but the United States was giving priority to 

re-equip American Divisions, which were not yet as well 

trained, as the Australian troops. At the present time 

there were a number of Australian ships discharging, 

cargoes in United. States ports. He suggested that 

pressure should, be brought to bear on the United States 

Government to load these ships with the munitions, etc., 

needed to equip the Australian Divisions. . 


Sir Earle'Page also referred, to" a stxggestion 

that, in order to save shipping, Australian and New 

Zealand troops now in the Middle East'should stay in that 

theatre and not return to Australia and New Zealand, and 

that their p?,ao'o should be taken there by United States 

troops-., He thought that the Australian Government would 

look with favour on this proposal,, 


THE PRIME MINISTER informed, the War Cabinet that 

he had sent a. Personal Telegram on the 5th March to the 

President (Ho . 3 7) giving a general picture of the 


, * .'; - situation as seen from this angle, and emphasising the 

vital importance of mailing full use of shipping facili
ties . On the previous evening'.he had received a reply 

from the President (No. 113)-. 


The Prime Minister read to the War Cabinet 
extracts from these telegrams, which referred, to the 
despatch of United States troops to Australia. He.had 
drafted a telegram for despatch to Mr Curtin, explaining 
what was propose in regard to troop movements, and he 
would add. a paragraph in regard to the point raised by 
Sir Earle Page as to the importance of giving priority 
in available shipping for the despatch of equipment to . 

' . Australia from the United. States. 

SIR EARLE PAGE said that'.he thought that a 


defence plan for Australia should be prepared by the 

- Chiefs of Staff in this country and. sent to Washington 


for the approval of the Combined Staffs. 


The War' Cabinet, were informed that this request1 


had. been put to the Chiefs of "Staff, who had. asked the .. 

Australian Chiefs of Staff to furnish an outline of their 

existing plan,'as the basis for consideration of-this 

matter by the Chiefs of Staff in London.. 


The War Cabinet took note of these 

statements . 


* * ^ \ 


Great George Street, S.W.,1. 
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THE SECIiETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

reminded the vfar Cabinet that President Roosevelt had 

expressed a strong wish to discuss the Russian frontier 

question with M0 Litvinoff, We had throughout doubted 

the wisdom of this course, but had been unable to dissuade 

the president The latter had had a conversation with 

Mo Litvinoff on the 12th March, The Soviet Ambassador 

at Washington had now been instructed to inform the 

President, that the Soviet Government had taken full note 

of this coramunicationo This was the full extent of the 

Soviet reply, the reason being that they had not them
selves made any communication to the United States 

Government about their negotiations with us, and that 

they regarded the President's observations as merely 

indicating the United States point of view for their 

information,' The Soviet Government were now pressing us 

to resume discussions as soon as possible,, 


The Foreign Secretary said that he thought the 

best course was to explain our difficulties tothe United 

States Government and say that we felt bound to go ahead 

with the negotiations. He was also satisfied that,if we 

were to conclude a Treaty on the lines proposed, the 

sooner we did so the better. The existence of these 

negotiations would become widely known, and delay was 

dangerous, 


\ 

The Foreign Secretary read to the War Cabinet 


the first draft of a telegram on this matter to Lord 

Halifax, 


Discussion followed. 


The War Cabinet concurred generally in the 

views expressed by the Foreign Secretary, and 

agreed that the following points should be 

included in the telegrams to be sent to our 

Ambassador at Washington:
(a)	 The Soviet Government had informed us of 


their answer to President Roosevelt,. It 

was clear that they did not wish to 

discuss the matter further with the 

United States Government,, 


(b)	 Further delay in dealing with the matter 

would be harmful. We had reached the 

conclusion that in present circumstances 

we felt bound to go ahead with treaty 

negotiations with the Soviet Government on 

the basis of their frontier claims,, 
I 
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(c) But,before doing so, we should like to. 

have an assurance that whatever his 

views on the proposed Treaty, the President 

was satisfied that we had taken all 

possible steps to consult the United States 
a
Government in the matter0 


(d)	 Even if the President felt unable to agree 
definitely to the course proposed, we hoped_ 
that he would not take any step which Pr-r 

indicated a marked divergence of view0 

(e)	 Stress might be laid on the military 

position0 The fact that we could do 

relatively little by way of military aid 

to Russia made the conclusion of a Treaty 

all the more necessary,, 


(f)	 Lord Halifax should be instructed to 

allow a day or two in which Lord Beaverbrobk 

could discuss the matter with high 

authorities in Washington before making 

this communications-


He The Foreign Secretary undertook to circulate 

to- the War Cabinet,in the course of the 

afternoon, draft telegrams.prepared in the 

light of the discussiono * 


Great George Street, SoWol* 
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/definitely to the course proposed, we hoped 

that he would not take any step which 

indicated a marked divergence of view0 


(e)	 Stress might he laid on the military 

position0 The fact that we could do 

relatively little by way of military aid 

to Russia made the conclusion of a Treaty 

all the more necessary?, 


(f)	 Lord Halifax should be instructed to 

allow a day or two in which Lord Beaverbrook 

eould discuss the matter with high 

authorities in Washington before making 

this communications-


H e The Foreign Secretary undertook to circulate 

tô  the War Cabinet, in the course of the 

afternoon, draft telegramaprepared in the 

light of iihe discussion^ ^ 


Great George Street, SoWol^ 
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FROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO WASHINGTON. 

WOi I960. D  12.30 a.m.,̂ 27Jh March, 19̂ -2* 

26th March, 19k2. 

e


JJJJJ IMMEDIATE. 


MOST SECRETo 

You will have seen from my telegram No, 1399 that President 

Roosevelt's attempt to move Stalin on the Russian frontier question 

has been unavailing. We are therefore faced with a position where 

ire are bound to take a decision of our own in this matter. I am 

convinced that we cannot allow it to drag on any further without 

incurring grave responsibilities and dangers. I feel convinced 

too that no continuance of the present discussion, either with the 

President or with Stalin, will lead to any satisfactory result, 

vrtiereas it may well make it more difficult than it is at present 

for His Majesty's Government to take a decision of their own. 


2. I fully realise that the President will not like it if 

we now tell Stalin that we are prepared to go ahead v/ith our treaty 

negotiations on the basis of his frontier claims, and that in doing 

so we shall be creating trouble for him with his public opinion. Had 

circumstances been more favourable I should have naturally wished 

to spare him this embarrassment, but things being as they are I 

cannot take the risk of keeping Anglo-Russian relations in a state 


I of suspended animation any longer. The;war situation has now become 
too serious for such dilatory tactics.. 

3* I must ask you therefore to take up the matter at once 

with the President and speak to him on the lines of my immediately 

following telegram. Before doing so I hope that you will be able to 

discuss the matter with Lord Beaverbrook, who knows all about this 

question and has taken part in our many Cabinet discussions upon it.. 

ioxi would, I know, find him helpful to you as expressing at first 

hand the War Cabinet's view. 


[Copies sent to Sir E. Bridges, Minister of Labour, Minister 

)f Production, Lord Privy Seal, Lord President of the Council and 

Secretary of State D.O. ] 

:f)IvY 
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o o a d d 
IMMEDIATE. 
MOST SECRET. 

My immediately preceding telegram, 


Stalin's repl^; to President and .supplementary. 

explanation of Soviet Governments views/given ".tprme..:by 

Soviet Ambassador ori their instivuctrons make;..it.-clear.. 

that they are unwilling to'; accept'' settlement ,o'f frontier' 

question outstanding/between us and them, on basis" suggested 

by President in his, conversation with 'M'Q Litvihbv and that 

they now await further move from us 
c 


:
2, While we appreciate the President' 's.diff icniLties, 
this country "as a"Euro-Dean power for/;'wnom collaboration ' 
with a victorious U.S,S.,RS after the war will.be essential, cannot afford to neglect any opportunity of. establishing 
intimate relations- of ccnfiaence with St'alin6 Pact is that 
at present time there is no frank discussion with Russians 
at all on major questions concerning conduct of the war. 
However unreasonably Russians take the attitude-, that 
question of Stalin'' s demand must be cleared out of: way 
before such frank-relations can: exi'st0 " Matter' has:, become -. more urgent now:in that we have -%o ̂ make .arrangements, in '; * 
common with United States Government^" for renewal of Supplies. 
Protocol after its exbiry in Juneo': "- "'/'.., 

- 3 . In a word, His.Majesty's.Government cannot run .. . 
the r isk of allov/ing this question to drag on any longer. 
Anglo-Russian relations cannot be-left in suspense at this ,
o r f t S a l moment in the.war,.-. ..J3till less, can His Majesty's..;:. Government incur the. danger of antagonising the Soviet ..., 

Government at a moment/when the closest Allied co-operation 

i n Europe is of such vital and urgent importance. fhey .. 
have reached the conclusion therefore that they must in^the. 
Somrnon interest tell the/Soviet Government that^ they are 
prepared to negotiate a treaty whereby among 0^rtliings 
we would implicitly recognise the Soviet Government's claims 
t ^ t h e 1940 frontiers (other thair the Russo-Polish frontier), 



4 . We hope that the President, whatever his views may be with regard to our policy, will agree that His Majesty's Government have taken all possible steps to consult the United States Government before taking action. 


5, We fully realise that the President will find 
i t difficult, in view of his public opinion, to express 
approval of the Anglo-Russian treaty which we hope will 
result from these negotiations. But even if he cannot 
approve our proposed line of action we trust that he will 
at least understand our reasons, will make due allowance 
for them and will abstain from any overt action which Would 
indicate that there is any divergence between us... 

6, Incidentally, you should make it clear-with 

reference to paragraph 3 of your telegram No. 1477. that 

there is no question of the President being asked to 

"subscribe" to any treaty nor has it ever been contem
plated that the treaty should be secret. 


7. We hope that the President will in judging 

our action bear in mind that we too have our public 

opinion to consider. There is no doubt that if things 

go ill with Anglo-Soviet relations we should be bitterly 

blamed for having rejected Stalin'.s demand, and the- -
Pos i t i on might well become catastrophic if Stalin were 

o adopt a policy more or less hostile to our interests 


. and were to justify it publicly on the ground that owing 
to the obstinacy and short-sightedness of His Majesty's 
Government he had been unable, to establish any basis of 
co-operation with Great Britain., 

8. Looked at from the practical point of view the 

concession which we are called upon to make does not 

involve us in any onerous commitment. 


9, I did not fail to observe that the 
President in his communication to Stalin offered at the 
successful conclusion of the war to support all. legitimate 
measures by the Soviet Government to obtain complete 
future security for the territories of the Union. 
Similar assurances were offered to Stalin by myself during 
the discussions of last December,, The fact that Stalin 
rejected them then as he rejects them now shows clearly 
that this matter cannot be dealt with merely as a security 
problem. It has a psychological character which derives 
£ram the fact that for 20 years the Soviet Government has 
not been i n relations of equality or confidence with any 
of the great Western Powers. Stalin's admittedly 
discreditable deal, with Germany does not affect Russians 
laim i n his eyes. Indeed he has chosen the case of the J940 frontiers as a criterion of our intentions precisely 
because we had at the time refused to recognise the Soviet 
Union's annexation of the Baltic States as a strategic 
necessity and because he cannot admit either to himself 
0i* t o 1iie Russian people that the Government with which 
lie i s now in alliance still maintains its formal disapproval 

. of 




of the Soviet Government's action and still declines to 
acknowledge the Soviet Government's right to recover from 

the common enemy what they consider to be their own 

territory. 


10. Meanwhile the Soviet Government is bearing the 

brunt of the fighting and Great Britain, apart from 

supplying war material, is not in a position to give direct 

assistance to the Soviet army in the coming German attack 

in the Ukraine. This unfortunate situation at what may
be the crisis of the war makes it all the more necessary 

that we should not appear any longer to be refusing to make 

the one political concession which the Soviet Government 

have so far asked of us. 


The recognition of the Soviet Government's claim to 

their 1940 frontiers can of course be no substitute for the 

material help Which we should like to be able to give them 

in the battlefields of Europe, but as a timely gesture in. 

evidence of our. sympathy in the Russian struggle and our 

confidence in Russian success it may be of inestimable valtiê  


[Copies sent to members of War Cabinet and 

Sir E. Bridges,3 


INDIV. 
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Preparations. 


(Previous 
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Minute 3). 


V/.M.(42) 89th CONCLUSIONS. MINUTE 1. 


Confidential Annex. 


(31st March, 1942, 12.30 p.m.) 


THE HOME SECRETARY AND MINISTER OP HOME 

SECURITY reported the steps which he was taking to 

arrange for reports to be submitted by all the 

Civil Departments on their anti-gas preparations. 

He hoped that a Report covering the whole ground 

would be available in the following woek. 


THE PRIME MINISTER emphasised that 

preparations on this matter should.fall into two 

stages. The first stage would bo tho steady ovor
haul of civilian anti-gas preparations in this 

country, which should be conducted without any 

publicity. When this stage had been completed, 

(which he hoped would be about the 18th to 20th 

April) , there sho\?.ld be a broadcast to the public 

on tho matter, which would include a statement to 

tho effect that if gas was used by the enemy against 

Russia or against ourselves, wo should retaliate. 

This aspect of the matter should for the moment, 

be regarded as most secret.... 


Tho War Cabinet's Conclusions wore as 

followsi

(l) Tho unobtrusive inquiry into the state of 

readiness of the civilian anti-gas 

preparations should bo pressed forward, 

with a viow to a Report being submitted 

to the War Cabinet in the course of the 

following week. 


(2) The Homo Secretary was asked to arrange 

with the Minister.of Information for a 

notice to be issued to the Press, explaining 

that a steady overhaul of our anti-gas 

preparations was being carried out 

unobtrusively, but that for the present no 

mention of the matter should be made in the 

Press. 


(3) The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 

should be asked to inquire into the 

possibility.of sending to the U.S.S.R. 

cortaln chemical moans of defoncee (Seo 

Telegram No. 0 PRISEC from Moscow to 

Foreign Office). 


(4) It v/ould be undesirable for the Foreign Office 

to send a reminder at this juncture to the two 

countries (Hungary and Finland)/which had^at 

answered the questions put to them as to 

whether'"they would abide by the Gas Protocol,, 


.Great George Street, S.W.I. 
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W.M,(4S) 39TH CONCLUSIONS, MINUTER 


Confidential Aifflegg 


(31st March, 1942, - 12.30 p.m. ) 


The War Cabinet had before them a Memorandum 

by the First Lord of the Admiralty (W.P.(42) I37)0 In 

this Memorandum it was stated that Admiral Cunningham., 

the Commander-in-Chief , Mediterranean, who was giving up 

his Command on the 1st April, had now reported that the 

agreement between himself and Admiral Godfrey was 

essentially a personal agreement and required to be re
affirmed by Admiral Godfroy with the new Commander-in--

Chief(. Although it might be preferable to change certain 

points in the agreement, the attempt to do so might 

disturb a delicately balanced situation, and he proposed 

that ^Admiral Godfroy should be asked to continue the 

agreemento The Admiralty concurred in this view? and 

proposed that Admiral Ounningham should be authorised to 

request Admiral Godfroy to reaffirm the agreement with the 

new Commarider-in-Chiefo 


In discussion, the view was expressed that tho 

present opportunity ought to be taken to endeavour to 

secure an agreement more favourable to ourselves.-.. We 

had one strong card which we could play, namelyf. that we 

could offer to agree to repatriation of the French crews,, 

although care would have to be taken to ensure that do 

GaulLe-lsts were not forced to return against their- will,-. 

We might hope, by starting propaganda offering 

repatriation to those who wished to return to France,, to 

produce a state of affairs in which we could obtain an 

agreement more favourable to ourselves, our ultimate 

objective being to secure, if possible, control of the 

French Warships at Alexandria. 


As against this, it was argued that the French 

sailors would know that if they returned to France and 

left the ships to be taken over by us, they would be 

punished by the Vichy Government on their returno 


The general view of the War Cabinet was that it
would be right to take the present opportunity to 

endeavour to secure a new agreement more favourable to 

ourselves. It was felt, however, that it would be 

undesirable for- the negotiation of this new agreement 

to bettaflertaken by the Acting Oammander-in^-ehia-f 

(,Vice-Admiral Pridham-Whlppell), and that the negotiation 

of the new agreement should be taken up by the new 

Commander-in-Chief, Rear-Admiral Harwood, when he reached 

Alexandria^ 






The War Cabinet accordingly -


Invited the First Lord of the Admiralty 

to inform Admiral Cunningham that he 

should request Admiral Godfroy to 

continue the existing agreement in force 

during the short interval which would 

elapse until Admiral Harwood arrived in 

Alexandria, when consideration would be 

given to the negotiation of a revised 

agreement. 


The First Lord of the Admiralty was also 

asked to consider whether he could shorten 

the period before Admiral Harwood reached 

Alexandria. 


Great George Street, S.W.1 



